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I Introduction

I.1 The manuscript

Given the importance attributed to Luca Pacioli’s Summa over several centuries,
it can only come as a surprise that so little attention has been paid to his earlier
book on arithmetic and algebra, the until recently unpublished manuscript Vat.Lat.
3129. The book bears no title although several have been attributed. van Egmond
[45] names it Opera di mathematica, others have used the title Tractatus mathe-
maticus ad discipulos perusinos [9] [8] [10], or Trattato d’arithmetica [26]. The first
description of this work dates from 1879 by Baldassare Boncompagni in his Bul-
letino [6]. He included a transcription of the first three folio’s of the manuscript.
Emmett Taylor wrote a comprehensive biography of Pacioli based on what Jayawar-
dene has described as “secondary sources and, where these were found wanting, on
the author’s imagination” ([26], 22). The biography includes a reliable description
of the context in which the manuscript was produced ([41], 127-129). From the text
itself it can be established that the manuscript was commenced on 12 December
1477 and completed on 29 April 1478 (f.2r). The writing took place at the begin-
ning of a three-year period where Pacioli was teaching at the University of Perugia
(1477-1480). The book is dedicated to his students at this location. Taylor includes
a reproduction and transcription of one page.1 A detailed paleographic description
and provenance is included in Warren van Egmond’s Catalogue ([45], 219). Recently,
a more detailed description has become available from a conference in Sansepolcro in
1994, commemorating the the fifth centennial of the publication of Pacioli’s Summa.
Giovanna Derenzini [14] adds to van Egmond’s description with a complete foliation,
a list of missing pages, the watermarks, a rough table of contents and some com-
ments on its contents including the comparison of one problem with a corresponding
one in the Summa. In 1996, Giuseppe Calzoni and Gianfranco Cavazzoni published
a complete transcription of the manuscript [8], a considerable feat which went un-

1Taken by Taylor from Boncompagni’s article without acknowledgment, insert between pp. 132-3.
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noticed by most scholars in the field.2 The chapter titled Tariffa mercantesca has
received some attention recently. Johanna Postma established that this section is
identical with text on the bill of exchange written in 1475 by the Benediktine monk
Kotruljević [34]. This may shed light on the long unknown source of Pacioli’s section
on double-entry bookkeeping in the Summa.

However, more than five centuries after the completion of this book, we are still
mostly ignorant about its mathematical contents. A few scholars have referred to
some passages, Jens Høyrup on the symbolism in a book review [23] and an article on
abbaco algebra [24]. Jacques Sesiano included some of Pacioli’s algebraic problems
in his overview of negative solutions in Medieval algebra [36]. As we shall see below,
he was not exhaustive with regards to this text. I know of no other studies on
its mathematical contents beyond the fragments mentioned. Why have scholars
shied away from a study of this book, while its importance has been recognized?
Jayawardene compiled a list of eight priorities on the study of Pacioli and his writings
and puts in the second place “publication of the Trattato d’arithmetica in the Vatican
Library” and in third place “comparison of Vat. Lat. 3129 with the Summa” [26].

The lack of studies may be partly explained by the absence of this long awaited
transcription. Pacioli’s characteristic autograph made a study of its contents quite
challenging. It has been described by van Egmond as “single hand, a very irregular,
difficult, personalized cursive”.3 Figure 1 gives an overview of the hand with some
typical abbreviations and ligatures. Recently we have a useful guideline for interpre-
tation through a major discovery. It has been known some time that both Pacioli
and Cardano wrote a book on chess, and both works were considered to be lost
([29], 417n). However, in 2006 the manuscript by Pacioli’s hand was discovered in
the private library of the Fondazione Palazzo Coronini Cronberg of Gorizia. It has
since been published [31]. Bartoli spends a lot of attention to Pacioli’s autograph
and includes useful guidelines for its reading [4]. Through the availability of a full
transcription it can be hoped that more studies on this interesting work will come
to light.

In this paper we present a transcription, an English translation and a mathe-
matical commentary on one chapter of the book for which Calzoni gave the title
Divisioni e partimenti de numeri. It runs from f.229r to f.256v which amounts to

2I became aware of the published transcription after my own transcription and in the process of

concluding this article. This paper benefited from corrections made possible by comparing the

two transcriptions. Because the reading of the manuscript differs at several instances, my own

transcription is used in this article.

3Derenzini believes there is a second hand at work, suggested by a passage on f.2r which says

that some carta at the end are written by “a certain of our disciples”. However, for the chapter

which is the subject of our study, everything has been written by Pacioli himself, including marginal

comments.
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Fra Luca Pacioli’s autograph 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mathematical symbols 
 

cosa (1x) 
 

censo (400x2) 
 

plus (più) 
 

minus (meno) 
 

root (radice) 
 

equality 
20 − x2 = −39 + 20x − x2 

 
 

commonly used abbreviations and ligatures 
 

aponto  non  questa 
 

che, ch’è 
 

parti 
 

sopra 
 

con  per  tanto  

in 
 

prima 
 

terza 
 

multiplica 
 

quantità 
 

uno 
 

multiplicato 
 

quella 
 

via  

 

Figure 1: Pacioli’s handwriting (digitized at 400 dpi from the Vat.Lat.3129 microfilm, with shadows 

manually cleaned and processed to 2-level b/w, all taken from f.236v-237r) 

alphabet 
 

a b c d e f g h i j l 

           
 

m n o p q r s t u v z 
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one fifteenth part of the whole text. The chapter is one of eight sections in the
book in which algebra is used to solve problems. Other algebra sections deal with
linear problems, finding a number, and progressions. Algebra is occasionally used in
the sections on bartering, exchange and interest. The formal treatment of algebra,
which is announced in the introduction, is unfortunately missing (25 pages). What
is remaining in the chapter on algebra is a mixture of algebraic problems.

I.2 Pacioli’s sources

I.2.1 Dividing 10 into two parts

Dividing a number into two parts is the most common problem in abbaco algebra.
It is the prototypical problem to illustrate the quadratic equation. It appears as
such in the earliest Arabic treatise on algebra. The first problem that al-Khwārizmī
treats is to divide 10 into two parts with their product being 21. Pacioli has the same
problem with the product being 20 [PPM1202]. The history of these problems goes
back much further as they appear in Babylonian algebra as ’rectangle problems’ or
’igūm-igibūm problems’ ([22] 55). More complex forms [such as PPM1232], in which
the sum of the division of the larger by the smaller and the smaller by the larger
is given, already appear as al-Khwārizmī’s fourth problem. The difference lies in
the more systematic treatment of variations on the problem and the occurrence of
radical solutions.

Given the vast number of abbaco treatises dealing with these kind of problems a
precise source for Pacioli’s treatment would be difficult to point out. However, in this
case there are two treatises on algebra which bear close resemblance with the chapter
of Pacioli’s manuscript: the Questioni d’algebra by Maestro Gilio, (L.IX.28 of the
Biblioteca Communale in Siena, transcription by Franci [15]) and the anonymous
Fond. prin. II.V.152 of the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale in Florence [17]. Both
these sources have strong links with Antonio de’ Mazzinghi, as we shall demonstrate.

The problems section of Gilio’s text contains only six partitioning problems of
the type we are discussing (problems 1, 2, 9, 10, 11 and 12) but all of them appear
in Pacioli’s chapter (problems 1, 2 38, 26, 5 respectively) and three of them have
the same value. Problem 12 by Gilio asks to divide 10 into two parts (say a and b)
such that a

b (a− b) = 40. This one has no direct equivalent but Pacioli does include
several variations on this theme. We assume that Pacioli had to his disposal a text
by Maestro Antonio also known to Gilio and which has since been lost. According to
Franci ([15], iv) it is quasi certain that Maestro Gilio frequented Antonio’s abbaco
school in Florence and was familiar with his writings. The second claim can be easily
established from a comparison of problems on numbers in geometric progression in
his Questioni with the Fioretti by Antonio. Also Pacioli used this text by Antonio
for the Summa (see below).

The Florence manuscript Fond. prin. II.V.152 also corresponds well with the
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partitioning problems in this chapter. The watermarks are of the last decade of
the fourteenth century and several problems refer to dates from 1390 to 1393. The
text is anonymous but there are strong indications that at least the section with
problems is from Maestro Antonio de’ Mazzinghi:

1. The text is written in Florence where Antonio lived and where his abbaco
school was located.

2. Antonio died around 1390 [42] and could have written this shortly before his
death. It is typical to refer to the current and following years in abbaco prob-
lems.

3. The text uses some typical expressions which are identical with the Fioretti
such as “noi faremo posizione che l’una parte fosse una chosa”, “sarà di bisogno
di raguagliare le parti”, etc.

4. Both texts frequently refer to the quadrati of numbers and unknowns. This
term is otherwise seldom used in abbaco texts.

5. Both texts use fractions of polynomials within the text, eg. 5+x
5−x . We know

of only one other text who uses the same format, Chasi exemplari alla regola
dell’algibra by Maestro Biagio [33] which has otherwise less affinity with either
of these two texts.

6. Both texts have problems solved by the so-called regula aequalis positionis4

in which the two parts are expressed as 5 − x and 5 + x.5 This is a rather
unorthodox way to solve partitioning problems in abbaco algebra.

7. The Fioretti is the first abbaco treatise to use the second unknown. The
II.V.152 is the first one to use the second unknown for a linear problem (f.177r).
Both innovations seem to stem from Antonio.

8. Some uncommon problems in the Fioretti also appear in the II.V.152 with
same values and the same solution method, though the text is not a copy (e.g.
problem numbered 31 in both texts).

We know that Pacioli used other material from Maestro Antonio for the Summa
(see below) and that he held a high esteem for this abbaco master. It therefore makes
sense that he used a text by Antonio with the material as in the II.V.152. Pacioli
did not copy the problems and their solutions literally. He takes some problems and
creates his own variations on the theme. Neither does he employs the regula aequalis
positionis for any of the problems. Twelve of the partitioning problems correspond
directly with the II.V.152, three of them use the same values. The most conspicuous
of correspondences is the problem by Maestro Antonio which ask to part 10 into two

4This name is coined by Cardano in the Ars magna ([11] 1968, 192).

5In the Fioretti problems 6, 8, 27, 29a, 30 and 31 in the Arrighi numbering and in the II.V.152

problems 6 to 10, 17, 19, 20, 27, 29 to 31 and 33.
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parts (a and b) such that
√

97− a2 +
√

100− b2 = 17 (problem 31 in the Fioretti
and the II.V.52). I know of no other treatise with this problem. Pacioli uses the
condition

√
100− a2 = 2 +

√
120− b2. It would be rather unlikely that Pacioli came

up with structurally the same problem by himself.

I.2.2 Dividing 100 by a number

The other main section of the manuscript is shorter and contains fourteen problems
asking to divide a given number by an unknown quantity, given certain conditions.
In most of these problems the number to be divided is 100. A typical example is
[PPM851]:

100
a

+
100

a + 3
= 20 (1)

Such problems are not so common in abbaco algebra and thus can facilitate the
identification of possible sources of Pacioli. The problem most probably descended
from early Arabic sources. Abū Kāmil’s Algebra contains several such problems set
in a context in which a sum of money is divided amongst a number of men ([37],
370; [27], 104):

One says that 50 was divided among a certain number of men. Increase the number of

men by 3 and divide 50 among all of them. For every one of the last ones, it comes out

to less than what would come out for each of the first ones by 3 3
4
.

The structure of the problem and the context of a sum of money being divided
already appeared in al-Khwārizmī’s Algebra:6

Instance: You divide one dirhem amongst a certain number of men, which number is

thing. Now you add one man more to them, and divide again one dirham amongst them,

the quota of each is then one-sixth of a dirhem less than at the first time.

1
1 + x

=
1
x
− 1

6
(2)

So it appears as if Abū Kāmil expanded on this problem and created several varia-
tions of it. Five of the problems from his Algebra also appear in the Liber abbaci by
Fibonacci and in the same order. The problem cited above has different values ([7],
413; [38], 561):

6From Rosen’s English translation: [35], 63. The Latin text from Cremona’s translation is: “Quod si

dixerit tibi: ’Divisi dragmam per homines, et provenit eis res. Deinde addidi eis hominem. Et postea

divisi dragmam per eos, et provenit eis minus quam ex divisione prima secundum quantitatem sexte

dragme unius”, [25], 255.
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I divided 60 by a number of men, and each had an amount, and I added two more men,

and I divided the 60 by all of them, and there resulted for each 1
2
2 denari less than that

which resulted first.

For the number being divided Fibonacci uses the values of 60, 20 and 10 but never
100. In the rare instances where we see 60 being divided in abbaco treatises it con-
cerns an adaption or translation from Fibonacci. The unpublished Lincei Cors. 1875
(c.1340, f. 81v), the unpublished Palat.573 (c.1460, f.438v), Maestro Bendetto’s
Trattato di praticha d’arismetrica (Siena, L.IV.21 f.409v) as well as the unpublished
Ottob.lat.3307 (c.1465, f.312v) contains a literal Italian translation of this problem
together with the geometrical demonstration. The anonymous Trattato dell’Alcibra
amuchabili (Ricc.2263)7 contains three problems of 60 denari being divided by a
number of men ([40] 58-60).

The first abbaco text to divide 100 appears in the Libro di ragioni by Paolo
Gherardi from a transcription by Arrighi (Magl. XI. 87, [3] 101):

Io porto 100 in una quantità e tengho a mente quello che ne viene prima con quello che

ne viene poi e fa 20. Adomando in che fu parto prima.

Clearly, this is a corrupted version of an earlier formulation of the problem. Warren
van Egmond reconstructed the problem on basis of a version in a different manuscript
(Ricc. 2252, f.161v, [44] 168):

Io p[a]rto 100 in una quantità e tengho a mente quello che ne viene [et poi parto in 5

più che la prima volta e poi agiungo insieme quello che ne viene] prima con quello che

ne venne poi, e fa 20. Adomando in che fu parto prima?

In modern symbolism this is the type of problem Pacioli deals with:

100
a

+
100

a + 5
= 20 (3)

We find this problem in a very similar wording, as an illustration of the rule to solve
the equation ax2 = bx + c, in a series of manuscripts. In all of these occurrences
the same expression is used: “to keep in mind” (tieni a mente) the result of the first
division. These texts form a thread of copying and appropriation spanning over two
centuries. We provide here a chronological overview. The unpublished manuscript
Cl.XI.120, f.11v, attributed to Maestro de’ Mazzinghi by Rafaella Franci, contains
a single problem of this type (originally written around 1380):

7This manuscript is discussed below.
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Parti 100 in una quantità e tenni a mente e poi lo parti in 4 più e giunsi insieme con la

somma di prima e fece 20. Adomando in quanto lo parti in prima e poi.

100
a

+
100

a + 4
= 20 (4)

Another unpublished manuscript rephrases Gherardi’s text (c. 1395, Conv.Soppr.
G7.1137, f.143r):

Io parto 100 in una quantità e tengnio a mente quello che ne vene e poi il parto in più

5 che prima e agiungo quello che vene in prima con quello che ne vene poi e facie 20.

Adomando in che e il parto in prima.

We find the problem again in the unpublished Palermo manuscript 2Qq.E.13
(1398, f.41r):

Io parto 100 in una quantità e tengo a mente quello che ne viene e poi lo parto in più 5

che la prima e poi agiungo quello in prima e questo insieme e fa 20. Adomando in che

lo parto prima e poi.

In the Trattato d’abbaco by Piero della Francesca we find it twice again ([2] 125,
f.53v, 135, f.60v):

Partime 10 per una quantità et quello che ne vene tieni a mente, poi 10 parti per 5 più

che prima; e quello che ne vene, gionto con quello che ne venne prima, faccia 20.

A recent article [39] discusses a sixteenth-century Portugese manuscript in which
we find the problem in the same formulation of Paolo Gherardi (Bento Fernandes,
1555, ff.85v − 86r):

I divide 100 by a quantity and I memorize what results; and then I divide again by 5

more than the first time, and I add together the result of the first time with the result

of the second time, and it makes 20. I ask: by what did I divide, the first time and the

second time?

The author expresses his surprise that this problem did not originate in the
Summa. This shows that Italian abbaco treatises spread to the Iberian peninsula
([39], 190):

At a time when Pacioli’s Summa, the first printed text that includes algebraic methods,

was already so diffuse, it is surprising that it turns out not to have been the source of
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the algebraic material of Bento Fernandes. The comparative study I have carried out

between the Tratado da arte de arismetica and a number of abacus books from the 14th

and the 15th centuries shows that Bento Fernandes’s algebra had its origin in abacus

manuscripts antedating the Summa.

Then we come to a text in which the problem do not appear as an illustration of
one of the rules of algebra but as a selection of similar problems around the same
theme. The Florence manuscript Ricc.2263 of c.1365 has nine such problems [40].
As this is the only abbaco text that we know about which deals with these problems
in a systematic way it is a likely source for Pacioli. Below is a selection of the
problems which correspond with the Perugia manuscript.

1. Uno part̀ı 100 in una quantità e poi part̀ı 100 in più 5 che prima e, giunti questi
due avenimenti insieme, fecie 20. Vo’ sapere in che 100 si part̀ı in prima ed in
che si part poscia [ABR013]. Pacioli has four variations of this problem (51,
54, 60 and 63).8

100
a

+
100

a + 5
= 20 (5)

2. Uno part̀ı 100 in una quantità e poi part̀ı 100 in più 5 che prima e cioè che nne
venne di chatuno partimento, tratto l’uno dell’altro rimase 10. Vo’ sapere in
che si part̀ı 100 in prima e in che si part̀ı poscia [ABR014]. Pacioli’s problems
50 and 52 are structurally the same but use different values.

100
a
− 100

a + 5
= 10 (6)

3. Uno part̀ı 100 in una quantità e poi part̀ı 100 in più 5 che prima e multipricha
l’uno avenimento contro all’altro, fecie 50. Vo’ sapere in che 100 si part̀ı in
prima e ’n che si part̀ı poscia [ABR016]. This problem is basically the same as
Pacioli’s number 56. (

100
a

)(
100

a + 5

)
= 50 (7)

4. Uno part̀ı 100 in una quantità e, quello che nne venne, posto sopra ’1 partitore,
fecie 30. Vo’ sapere in che 100 si part̀ı [ABR017]. This problem corresponds
with problem 62 by Pacioli.

100
a

+ a = 30 (8)

5. Uno part̀ı 100 in una quantità e poi part 100 in più 5 che prima e poi lo part̀ı
in due cotantj che prima e, giunti insieme questi 3 avenimentj, fecie 20. Vo’

8In the correspondence of Regiomontanus ([12] 237, 256) we find another variation: “Ego divisi 100

per certum numerum, deinde divisi 100 per eundem divisorem sibi addito 8, et numeros cotientes

prime et secunde divisionis aggregavi, et fuerunt in summa 40: queritur quantitas primi divisoris”.
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sapere in che 100 si part̀ı chatuna volta [ABR020]. This problem is very similar
to Pacioli’s problem 49.

100
a

+
100

a + 5
+

100
2a

= 20 (9)

I.3 Negative solutions

Jacques Sesiano is one of the few who discussed the mathematical contents of the
manuscript in his comprehensive study on negative solutions in Medieval mathe-
matics [36]. He discusses six examples from abbaco treatises, five of which are by
Pacioli, three in the Perugia mansucript and two in the Summa. Although we now
know that there are more such occurrences in abbaco algebra, they are quite rare
and are generally not accepted as negative quantities in se. The practical context
of problems with negative solutions is usually chosen in such a way that they can
be interpreted as a debt. However, by considering them as a debt the quantities are
forced to become positive and we cannot speak anymore about the acceptance of
negative solutions. In our opinion, a real acceptance of negative solutions is offered
by Cardano in his Ars Magna [18]. Chapter 37 of this book is titled de regula falsum
ponendis, or the ”Rule of Postulating a Negative”. Cardano introduces the subject
by giving three reasons why it may be useful to postulate a negative.

1. “One can assume a negative”. The term “assuming” here refers to the rhetor-
ical structure of algebraic problem solving. Every solution in abacus texts
commences with the assumption that the rhetorical unknown equals some un-
known quantity in the problem formulation. Assuming a negative thus means
that one can use a negative cosa, or −x instead of x, for the unknown quantity.
This application is illustrated with three problems.

2. “One seeks the square root of a negative”. After a failed geometrical demon-
stration Cardano solves two problems using imaginary numbers, for the first
time in the history of mathematics.

3. “One can seek what is not”. With this cryptic formulation, Cardano refers to
a negative which is neither of the first category nor of the second. However,
his result stems from a wrong manipulation of imaginary numbers.

The first application of hypothesizing a negative provides a path to the acceptance
of negative solutions embedded within the rhetoric of abbaco problem solving. By
postulating a negative cosa, a negative solution should not come as an anomaly. It
is a confirmation of a hypothesis and thus should be accepted within the standard
practice of algebraic problem solving.

In Pacioli’s writings we do not find this rhetorical trick, but Pacioli is quite
liberal in his acceptance of negative solutions. In problems 9, 28 and 29 discussed by
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Sesiano, Pacioli does not resort to an interpretation as debt but literally writes “thus
say that the cosa values minus 5” (f.230v). The section on partitioning problems
contains four more instances of negative solutions not discussed by Sesiano: problems
26, 30, 48 and 61. The first two are interesting as they both contain a calculation
error by Pacioli which are otherwise quite rare. Problem 48 is also listed in the
anonymous manuscript Magl. Cl.XI.120 from the the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale
in Florence (f.11r). Franci and Rigatelli have pointed out that this text contains
extracts from Antonio de’ Mazzinghi’s treatises and therefore links again Pacioli
with Antonio [16]. However, the problem is solved incorrectly in this source. The
condition for the two parts that 3a =

√
8b leads to the equation 3x =

√
8(10 − x).

In the text the right hand side is squared but not the left hand side. It seems that
solution to problems with negative solutions are more prone to errors than regular
problems. Pacioli and Gilio arrive at the correct solution

√
7200−80 and 90−

√
7200

without mentioning an oddity. Given the link with abbaco masters Antonio and
Gilio we can thus say that negative solutions appeared already in fourteenth century
treatises without much apprehension. However, remark that they are represented as
binomials and not as isolated negative quantities. Also Pacioli presents the negative
solutions in problems 28, 29, 30 and 61 as (10−20), (10−40), 10−

√
200 and 4

5 −31
5

respectively.

I.4 Comparison with the Summa

I.4.1 From problem solving to algebraic theory

I have argued elsewhere that the Pacioli’s treatment of algebra in the Summa is a ma-
jor departure from the abbaco tradition [19]. Where abbaco treatises are concerned
with problem solving only, Pacioli moves towards the development of algebraic the-
ory. He presents algebraic solutions to well-known problems as theorem of algebra.
Generalized solutions, or keys as he calls them, become theorems with a general
validity as the propositions of Euclid’s Elements.

One example concerns numbers in geometric progression (GP). Pacioli discusses
thirty such problems (from the 35) in distinction 6, treaty 6, article 14. They are
presented before he treats algebra itself (in distinction 8). Most of these problems
correspond with problems from Maestro Antonio’s Trattato di Fioretti of c.1380 [1],
often using the same values. More importantly, the original problem solving methods
are followed closely by Pacioli, including one rare instance using two unknowns and
one which Maestro Antonio calls “without cosa”. The theoretical principles on three
numbers in GP are discussed in two introductory sections preceding the problems.
In the section called De tribus quantitatibus continue proportionalium (distinction
6, treaty 6, article 12, f.88v).9 Another section on keys, lists theoretical principles

9I have used the 1523 edition but the numbering of pages and sections is practically identical with
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on four numbers in GP under the heading De clavibus seu evidentiis quantitatum
continue proportionalium, (distinction 6, treaty 6, article 11, f.88r). Pacioli does
not explain where these principle are derived from. He only gives some numerical
examples. However, a close comparison with the Trattato di Fioretti shows that
several are extracted from Maestro Antonio’s solution. Let us look at one example
involving three numbers in GP with their sum given and an additional condition.

Pacioli’s Summa Maestro Antonio’s Trattato
Make me three parts of 13 in con-
tinuous proportion so that the
first multiplied with the sum of
the other two, the second [multi-
plied] with the [sum of the] other
two, the third [multiplied] with
the [the sum of the] other two,
and these multiplications added
together makes 78.

Make me three parts of 19 in con-
tinuous proportion so that the first
multiplied with [the sum of] the
other two, the second part multi-
plied with the [sum of the] other
two, the third part multiplied with
the [the sum of the] other two, and
these sums added together makes
228. Asked is what are the parts.

In modern symbolism, using multiple unknowns, the general structure of the
problem is as follows:

x
y = y

z

x + y + z = a

x(y + z) + y(x + z) + z(x + y) = b

The Trattato di Fioretti is the first extant source we could find in which this type
problem is treated and Maestro Antonio poses the problem with values a = 19 and
b = 228. Expanding the products and summing the terms gives

2xy + 2xz + 2yz = 228,

but as y2 = xz we can write this expression also as

2xy + 2y2 + 2yz = 228 or 2y(x + y + z) = 228

Given that the sum of the three terms is 19, dividing 228 by 19 thus gives us the
double of the middle part. Therefore the middle part is 6. Antonio then proceeds
to find the other terms with the procedure of dividing a number into two extremes
such that their product is equal to the square of the middle term. The problem thus
reduces to dividing 19 – 6 = 13 into two parts so that 6 is the middle term. Thus the

the original.
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product of the two parts is the square of the middle term or 36. Given the product
and the sum of two numbers their values can be found as the roots of the quadratic
equation

x2 + 36 = 13x.

Maestro Antonio uses the rule for the two positive roots of the quadratic equation
to find the two parts as 4 and 9. 10

Pacioli poses the problem with values a = 13 and b = 78 and solves it in essentially
the same way. However, the rhetorical structure is quite different. Maestro Antonio
performs an algebraic derivation on a particular case. Instead, Pacioli justifies the
first part of the solution as an application of a more general principle, defined by a
general key:11

This can be solved using the fourteenth key. Which says that you have to divide the

sum of these multiplications, thus 78, by the double of 13. And this 13 is the sum of

these quantities, which will give you the second part. Thus divide 78 by 26 gives 3 for

the second part.

The fourteenth key he is referring to, is formulated as follows, some pages earlier: 12

On three quantities in continuous proportion, when multiplying each with the sum of

the other two and adding these products together. Then divide this by double the sum

of these three quantities and this always gives the second quantity.

This particular key is one of several variations on the algebraic derivation of Maestro
Antonio, each presented as a general principle. In modern notation:

y =
x(y + z) + y(x + z) + z(x + y)

2(x + y + z)
(Key14)

Having determined the value for the middle part, Pacioli continues to solve Antonio’s
problem in a different way, by means of algebra. The problem reduces to one of
dividing 10 into two parts so that 3 is the middle term in GP. Using the cosa for

10The recognition of two positive roots for this type of equations was known from Arabic and even

Babylonian algebra. However, during the abbacus tradition it gradually disappears. In [20] we

argued that this evolution is invoked by the specific rhetoric of abbacus problem solving.

11Pacioli 1494, f.91r: “Questa solverai per la 14a chiave. La quella dice che stu partirai la summa

de ditte multiplicationi, cioè 78 per lo doppio de 13. E quella 13 sira la summa de ditte quantità

ne virra la 2a parte. Donca parti 78 in 26 ne vene 3 p. la 2a parte”.

12Pacioli 1494, f.89v: “De 3 quantità continue proportionali che multiplicata ciascuna in l’altre

doi e quelli multiplicationi gionti insiemi. E poi questo partito nel doppio de la summa de ditte 3

quantita e sempre l’avenimento sera la 2a quantità”.
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the smaller term and (10− x) for the larger, the product of the two is 9, the square
of the middle term. He arrives at the quadratic equation with 1 and 9 as its roots.
Elsewhere Pacioli writes that this sub problem, finding the two extremes of three
numbers in GP with the middle term given, can be solved either by algebra or
following a theorem of Euclid.13 Drawing on Euclid, he provides legitimation for the
procedure which needs no further explanation or proof.

I.4.2 Evolution in Pacioli’s writings

We have shown how Pacioli’s mines Antonio’s treatise for general principles such
as the one we have discussed. He has chosen to present some typical derivations as
general rules which are later applied to solve problems in a clear and concise way.
Even with the body of evidence against him, we should be careful in accusing Pacioli
of plagiarism as has been done so often.14 At best, we observe here an appropriation
of problems and methods. The restructuring of material and the shift in rhetoric is
in itself an important aspect in the development of sixteenth-century textbooks on
algebra. Pacioli raised the testimonies of algebraic problem solving from the abbacus
masters to the next level of scientific discourse, the textbook. When composing the
Summa, Pacioli had almost twenty years of experience in teaching mathematics at
universities all over Italy. His restructuring of abbacus problem solving methods
is undoubtedly inspired by this teaching experience.15 By reformulating algebraic
derivations of abbacus masters as theorems of algebra, and using Euclid’s theorems

13Pacioli 1494, f.89r. Pacioli only refers to “the second of Euclid”. On other occasions he uses “the

fourth of the second of Euclid”. This leads us to book 2, prop. 4.

14Ever since Giorgio Vasari’s encyclopedic biography of painters, sculptors and architects it was

suspected that Pacioli based his published work on several manuscripts from the abbacus tradition

[43]. These claims have partially been substantiated in relation to the Geometry. Gino Loria was the

first to show that the Libellus by Pacioli is a literal translation of De corporibus regularibus of Piero

della Francesa. Margaret Daly Davis [13] demonstrated that 27 of the problems on regular bodies in

the geometry part of Pacioli’s Summa are reproduced almost literally from Pierro della Francesco’s

Trattato d’abaco. Ettore Picutti [32] cites the historian Girolamo Mancini [28] who discovered that

treatise XI of distinction 9 of the Summa, entitled De scripturis, is a transcription of a manuscript

by Giorgi Charini. Picutti himself has shown that “all the ‘geometria’ of the Summa, from the

beginning to page 59v (119 folios), is the transcription of the first 241 folios of the Codex Palatino

577”. He includes a reproduction of one part of f.51r of the geometry part and the corresponding

text from the manuscript to prove his claim. In relation to the algebra contents Franci and Rigatelli

[16] further claim that a detailed study of the sources of the Summa would yield many surprises.

Yet, for the part dealing with algebra, no hard evidence for plagiarism has been given.

15Pacioli is often wrongly considered an abbacist (e.g. [5]. In fact, he enjoyed the social status of a

well-paid university professor. Between 1477 and 1514, he taught mathematics at the universities

of Perugia, Zadar (Croatia), Florence, Pisa, Naples and Rome [41].
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for algebraic quantities, Pacioli introduces a new style of argumentative reasoning
which was absent from abbacus algebra.

Contrasting the Perugia manuscript with the Summa we can now point out this
evolution within Pacioli’s own writings. Most of the partitioning problems within
the chapter under discussion appear in some form or another in the last part of
distinction 7 of the Summa. Again, these are presented before his exposition on
algebra and not as problems but as conclusiones seu evidentie which have a general
validity. It is clear that this list of seventy propositions (f.106r to f.111r) has
been compiled by going through partitioning problems as the ones presented in
the Perugia manuscript. However, the emphasis is not on the solution to these
problems but on properties which are common to all such partitioning problems.
Each proposition is followed by an example in which we recognize many of the
problems from our chapter. Interestingly, there are no examples with irrational
solutions. Most of the partitioning problems result in the partitioning of 10 into
8 and 2, or 12 into 8 and 4, numerical examples which only have the purpose of
demonstrating the validity of the proposition. Problems with radical solutions are
often used in abbaco algebra to show off the calculating skills of the abbaco masters.
A notable example is problem PPM1260 in which the number of men receiving a sum
of money is 9 +

√
101 and 11 +

√
101. The Summa on the other hand is a textbook

intended to instruct its audience in more general principles. For that purpose, simple
numerical examples suffice.

We could collate the problems from the Perugia manuscript with the proposi-
tions of the Summa but many of these are quite trivial. Instead we will show the
transformation of presentation at work by one example, problem PPM1233. This
problems asks to divide ten into two parts such that the sum of ten divided by each
part is equal to ten again. {

a + b = 10
10
a + 10

b = 10
(10)

Pacioli solves the problem in the classic way by using x and (10 − x) for the two
parts and arrives at a quadratic equation with solution: 5 +

√
15 and 5 −

√
15. In

the Summa we find the problem under proposition 23 (f.108r):

E se una quantità sia divisa in doi parti quomodocumque chi partira la ditta quantità

per ciascuna di ditte parti: sempre li ditti doi avaneimenti saranno tanto agionti quanto

multiplicati uno in l’altro. E questo se verifica in tutte. Exemplum sia 10 diviso in 2

e 8, poi parti 10 per 2 ne vene 5 e partito per 8 ne vene 1 1
4

che gionti insiemi fanno

6 1
4
. Dico che similimente ancora farra tanto multiplicati uno in l’altro, cioè 5 via 1 1

4

che aponto fa 6 1
4
.

Rather than solving the partitioning problem with some arbitrary values Pacioli
now makes an observation which is valid quomodocumque (in whatever way) the
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partitioning is being made. If the number being divided say a, is divided by the parts
x and y, the sum of these divisions is equal to the product. In modern symbolism
this amounts to stating that if x + y = a then

a

x
+

a

y
=
(

a

x

)(
a

y

)
(11)

This can be easily demonstrated by bringing the equation to the same denominators,
but Pacioli does not do the algebra. In distinction 7 he only lists general propositions
to which he comes back in his chapter on algebra.

The fifteen years separating the Perugia manuscript from the Summa lead to
an evolution in Pacioli’s approach to writing and teaching about mathematics. His
treatment of proportions and partitioning problems is a major departure from the
abbaco tradition in which mathematics consist of no more than problems solving.
Pacioli can be considered as one of the first executors of the humanist program
initiated by Regiomontanus, to provide new foundations to mathematics and in
particular to algebra. He was the first to use the solution to algebraic problems as
theorems with general validity. He was most likely inspired to do so by the writings
of Maestro Antonio de’ Mazzinghi, which he gradually discovered from the time of
the production of the Perugia manuscript and before completing the Summa.

II The transcription

II.1 Conventions

The numbering of the problems follows the marginal numbering of the manuscript
(omitted in [8]). Abbreviations and ligatures in the text have been expanded. Ac-
cents have been added to make the distinction in meaning between words such as
ch’è and che. Punctuation and word separations have been normalized where mod-
ern Italian uses separate words. The spelling follows the manuscript. Expansions
of abbreviations follow the dominant spelling of manuscript (e.g. “multiplichato”).
The distinction between i and j has been dropped in favor of i.

II.2 Partitioning problems

1. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito la magiore per la menore ne venga 7. Dimando
le parti. [f.229r]

2. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato l’una contra l’altra facia 20. [f.229r]
3. Fame di 10 2 parti che l’una sia 3 tanto più de l’altra. Dimando le parti.

[f.229r]
4. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato zaschuna in sé e quelle 2 multiplicationi

gionte insiemi facino 60 aponto. [f.230v]
5. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito la magiore per la menore e l’avenimento gionto

sopra a la magiori facia 7 1/2. Dimando le parti. [f.230v]
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6. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito la magiore per la minore quello ne vene gionto
sopra la minore fa 5 aponto. [f.230v]

7. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito la menore per la magiore e quello ne vene gionto
sopra a la menore facia 5 aponto. [f.231r]

8. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato zaschuna in sé e trato l’una multiplicha-
tione de l’altra resti 49. Dimando che sia le parti. [f.230r]

9. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato zaschuna in sé e quelle multiplichationi
facia 200 più l’una che l’altra. Dimando le parti. [f.230v]

10. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato l’una contra l’altra e a la multiplichatione
giontoci la diferentia che è da l’una parte e l’altra facia 22 aponto. Dimando
le parti. [f.230v]

11. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato zaschuno in sé e quelle doi multiplichationi
gionti insiemi e la summa giontoci la diferentia che è da una parte e l’altra
quest’ultima summa fa 54 aponto. Dimando le parti. [f.231r]

12. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato zaschuna in sé e quelle doi multiplichationi
gionte insiemi facia tanto quanto la diferentia ch’è da una parte e l’altra gionta
con 54. Dimando le parti. [f.231r]

13. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato l’una contra l’altra e quel’ che fa partito
per la diferentia che è da l’una parte e l’altra ne venga 18. Dimando le parti.
[f.231v]

14. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato l’una contra l’altra e quel’ che fa partito
per la diferentia ch’è da l’una parte e l’altra ne venga la differentia che è da
l’una parte e l’altra. Dimando che siranno le dicte parti aponto. [f.231v]

15. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito el quadrato de la magior parte in la multiplicha-
tione de l’una parte in l’altra ne venga 6. Dimando le parti. [f.232r]

16. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito 10 per ciascuna de quelle e quelli avenimenti
gionti insiemi facino 5. Dimando le parti. [f.232r]

17. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichata zaschuna in sé e quel’ che fa gionto insiemi
e giontoci la diferentia che è da l’una e l’altra parte facia 55. Dimando le parti.
[f.232v]

18. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato l’una contra l’altra facia tanto quanto la
diferentia multiplichata per 4. [f.232v].

19. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato l’una contra l’altra facia tanto quanto la
diferentia in se medema. [f.233r]

20. Fame de 10 2 parti che 3/4 de l’una facia tanto tanto quanto li 4/5 de l’altra.
[f.233r]

21. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato l’una contro l’altra facia 20 e � 20 [f.233r]
22. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato l’uno per � 7 facia tanto quanto l’altra

multiplichato per � 6. [f.233v]
23. Fame de 10 3 parti che multiplichata la magiore per la menore facia tanto

quanto la seconda multiplichata per se medema. [f.233v].
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24. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato l’una per se medesima e trato la de 100
e l’altra multiplichata per se medesima tratola de 120 presa la � de ciascuna
facia 2 più l’una de l’altra. Dimando che sia le parti. [f.233v]

25. Fame de 10 3 parti che multiplichato l’una per 3 e l’altra per 4 e l’altra per 5
facia tanto l’una quanto l’altra. Dimando le parti. [f.237r]

26. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato ziascheduna in sé e gionti insiemi poi
partita quella summa per la diferentia ch’è da l’una parte e l’altra quando
siamo multiplichate in sé che ne venga 20. Dimando le parti. [f.237v]

27. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato zaschuna in sé e gionto 10 sopra a la
multiplichatione de la menore facia tanto l’una quanta l’altra. [f.238r]

28. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato l’una per 2 e l’altra per 3 e quelle doi
multiplichatione gionti insiemi facino 10. [f.238r]

29. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito l’una per 2 e l’altra per 3 e quelli avenimenti
gionti insiemi facia 10. [f.238r]

30. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito el quadrato de la magiore per lo quadrato de la
menor ne venga 2. Dimando le parti. [f.238r]

31. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato la magior per sé facia tanto quanto la
menor per 10. [f.238v]

32. Fame de 10 2 parti che partita la magiore per la menore e poi la menor per la
magiore e poi li avenimenti gionti insiemi facino 9. [f.238v]

33. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito 10 per ciascuna d’esse e li avenimenti gionti
insiemi facino 10 aponto. [f.239r]

34. Fame de 10 3 parti che multiplichato la prima contra la terza facia tanto quanto
la secondo in sé. [f.239r]

35. Fame de 10 3 parti che multiplichato la prima via la seconda e la summa che
fa multiplichata in la terza facia 6. Domandi le parti. [f.239r]

36. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato l’una contra l’altra e partito per diferentia
che è da l’una parte e l’altra ne venga � 18. Dimando le parti. [f.239v]

37. Fame de lO doi parti che preso la � de cadauna gionte insemi facia 3 1/2.
Dimando le parti, etc. Sapi che questa se vol pigliare al contrario, e tanto
vol dire questa ragione commo a dire: Fame de 31/2 2 parti che multiplichato
zaschuna in sé e quelle multiplichationi gionte insiemi facino 10. Dimando le
parti, etc. [f.240r]

38. Fame de 10 2 parti che preso la de ciasche d’una e gionte insiemi facino 31/2.
[f.241r]

39. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito la magiore per la menor ne venga la diferentia.
[f.242v]

40. Fame de 10 2 parti che la menore sia � de la magiore. Dimando le parti.
[f.243r]

41. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito la magiore per la minore e la minore per la
magiore e quelli avenimenti {gionti} tracti l’uno del’altra el rimamente sia 10.
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Dimando le parti. [f.243v]
42. Fame de 10 2 parti che preso el 1/3 de la � de l’una e preso el 1/4 de la � de

l’altra gionti insiemi facia 3 1/2. Dimando le parti. [f.244r]
43. Fame de 10 2 parti che li 3/4 de � de l’una gionti con li 2/3 de la � de l’altra

facino 3 1/2. Dimando le parti. [f.244v]
44. Fame de 10 2 parti che tanto sia li 3/4 de la � de l’una quanto li 2/3 de la � de

l’altra. Dimando le parti. [f.245r]
45. Fame de 10 2 parti che preso la � di ziascuna gionta insiemi facino la differentia

che è da l’una parte e l’altra. Dimando le parti. [f.245v]
46. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito la magiore per la minore e quel’ che ne vene

multiplichato in sé facia 2 meno che la magiore. O voli ancho più però che a
ogni modo virà a doi termeni. Dimando le parti. [f.245v]

47. Fame de 10 5 parti che multiplichato zasche d’una de le 5 in sé per 10 e quelle
5 multiplichatione gionte insiemi facino 90 aponto. Dimando le parti. [f.246r]

48. Fame de 10 2 parti che tanto facia l’una multiplichato per � 8 quanto l’altra
multiplichato per 3. Dimando le parti. [f.246v]

49. Partime 100 per una quantità e quel’ che ne vene salva e poi lo parti per 5 più
che non partisti prima e quello che ne vene salva e poi lo parti per 6 meno che
non partisti la seconda volta e quello che ne vene salva e poi agiogni insiemi
questi 3 avenimente e fa che facino 20 aponto. Dimando in che quantità fo’
partito la prima volta e in che la seconda e in che la terza. [f.247r]

50. Partime 100 per una quantità e quello che ne vene poni da chanto e poi lo parti
per 5 più che prima e fa’ che ne venga uno meno che non vene prima. Dimando
per che lo partirai prima e che poi. Alia petita quod idem est, et nichil aliud
importat.[f.247r]

51. Partime 100 per una quantità e poi lo parti per una quantità più 3 e questi
2 avenimenti gionti insiemi facino 20. Dimando che lo partirai prima e in che
poi. [f.247v]

52. Partime 100 per una quantità e poi partime 120 per 3 più che non partisti 100
e chava questo secondo avenimente del primo e fa che che resti 5. Dimando in
che partisti 100 e in che 120. Idem est. [f.248r]

53. Multiplichame 10 per uno quantità e quel’ che fa samvalo et poi lo multiplicha
per 2 più che prima e quel’ che fa salvalo e poi lo multiplicha per 6 meno che
la seconda volta e poi piglia queste 3 multiplichationi e giognile insiemi e fa’
che sieno 10. Dimando per che lo multiplicharai la prima volta e per che la
seconda e per che la terza. [f.248v]

54. Partime 10 per una quantità e quel’ che ne vene salva e poi parti 12 in un’altra
quantità e quelli doi avenimenti gionti insiemi facino 4. Dimando che sia el
partitore. [f.249r]

55. Partime 100 per una quantità e quel’ che ne vene chavato de 100 e poi parti
quel’ remanente in uno più che non partisti prima e fa’ che ne venga meno 4
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che non ne vene prima. Dimando che numero fo partitore. [f.249v]
56. Partime 100 per una quantità e quel’ che ne vene serba e poi partime 130 per

quella quantità più 3 e quello che ne vene multiplichato contra a quello che ne
vene prima e fa’ che facia 101. Dimando in che fo partito 100 e 130. [f.250r]

57. Partime 100 per una quantità e quel’ che ne vene serbalo e poi multiplicha
questa quantità in che partisti più 6 e la somma che farà chavala de 100 e
poi lo resto tornalo e partir in la quantità che partisti prima e poi parti la
muliplichatione de la quantità via 6 in 3 e li avenimenti de l’uno partimento e
de l’altro sieno equali. Dimando che sia partitore. [f.250v]

58. Uno parte 100 fl. in alquanti homini e quello che thochò per uno chadauno ne
dà via 2 a un altro homo e tanto se trovar uno quanto l’altro. Dimando quanti
fo’ li primi homini e che tochò per uno. [f.251v]

59. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato la differentia che è da l’una parte e l’altra
in sé fa 20 1/4. Dimando le parti. [f.252r]

60. Partime 100 fl. in una quantità d’omini e quello che ne vene salva e poi li parti
in 2 homini più che non partisti prima e quello che ne vene de questo sechondo
partimento giogni con quello che te vene del primo e fa’ che facia 10. Dimando
quanti con ne vene esser li primi homini. [f.252r]

61. Partime un numero per un più e fa che ne venga un meno. Dimando che sirà
el numero. [f.252v]

62. Parti 100 fl. in alquanti homini e quello che tocha per uno posto sopra a li
homini facia 25 per numeri. [f.252v]

63. Partime 20 per una quantità; quel’ che ne vene salva, poi lo parti per quella
quantità più 2 e questi doi avenimente gionti insiemi fa’ che facaino 9. Dimando
che sia partitore [f.252v]

64. Fame de 10 doi parti che partito la magiore per la minore ne venga 7 e � 7.
Dimando le parti. [f.253r]

65. Fame de 10 3 parti che sia tal parte: la prima della seconda commo la seconda
della terza e multiplichata la prima per 3 e la sechonda per 4 el la terza per
5 e gionti insiemi questi multiplichamenti facino 35 aponto. Dimando le parti.
[f.253r]

66. Fame de 10 4 parti che la prima sia tal parte che la seconda commo la seconda
de la terza e la terza de la quarta e multiplichata la prima per 8 e l’altra per 4
e l’altra per 3 e l’altra per 1 e quelle multiplichatione gionte insiemi facino 16
aponto. Dimando le parti. [f.254r]

67. Fame de 10 2 parti che partito la magior per la minore e la minor per la magiore
e questi doi avenimenti gionti insiemi facino � 16 aponto. Dimando le parti.
[f.254r]

68. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichato l’una contra l’altra facia 5 tanto più che
partito la magior per la minore. Dimando le parti. [f.254v]

69. Fame de 12 doi parte che multiplichata la prima in sé e giontoci 13 e multi-
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plichata l’altra in sé e tratone 11 e preso la radice de l’una somma e de l’altra
gionte insiemi facino 12. Dimando le parti. [f.254v]

70. Fame de 12 doi parti che multiplichata zascuna in sé e de la multiplichatione
de la prima tratone 7 e la multiplichatione de l’altra postovi sopra 8, presa la
radice di ciaschuna parte e gionta insiemi facia 12 aponto. Dimando le parti.
[f.255v]

71. Fame de 10 2 parti che multiplichata la prima per sé e trato de 100 e la � di
questo che resta serba, poi multiplicha l’altra in sé e trato de 101 e preso la �
di ciascuni questi remanimenti gionte insiemi facino 14 a ponto. Dimando le
parti. [f.255v]

72. Fame de 10 doi parti che partito la magior per la minore e quella che ne vene
multiplichato via la differentia che è da l’una parte e l’altra facia tanto quanto
ragionta la differentia con 10. Dimando le parti. [f.256r]

73. Fame de 10 {doi parte} tre tal parti che sia tal parte la prima de la seconda
commo la seconda de la terza e multiplichato ciaschuna in sé e quelle multi-
plichatione gionte insiemi facino 40 aponto. Dimando le parti. [f.256v]

74. Fame de 10 doi parti che multiplichato l’una contra l’altra e partita la multi-
plichatione per la � de la diferentia ne venga � della diferentia. Dimando le
parti. [f.256v]

III The translation

III.1 Translation principles

I adopted a very literal style of translation as argued for in an earlier critical edition
of an abbaco treatise on algebra [21].

III.2 Partitioning problems

III.2.1 [PPM1201]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the larger by the smaller 7 results from it.
I ask for the parts. {

a + b = 10
a
b = 7

(12)

(solution: 83
4 and 11

4)

III.2.2 [PPM1202]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that multiplying the one against the other it makes 20.
I ask for the parts. {

a + b = 10
ab = 20

(13)
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(solution: 5 +
√

5 and 5−
√

5)

III.2.3 [PPM1203]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the one is three times [and three]16 more than the
other. I ask for the parts. {

a + b = 10
a = 3b + 3

(14)

(solution: 81
4 and 13

4)

III.2.4 [PPM1204]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that multiplying each by itself and these two multipli-
cations joined together makes 60 exactly.{

a + b = 10
a2 + b2 = 60

(15)

(solution: 5 +
√

5 and 5−
√

5)

III.2.5 [PPM1205]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the larger by the smaller, and the outcome
joined above the larger make 71

2 . I ask for the parts.{
a + b = 10
a
b + a = 71

2

(16)

(solution: 91
4 +

√
10 9

16 and 3
4 +

√
10 9

16)17

III.2.6 [PPM1206]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the larger by the smaller, and that what
comes out of it, joined above the smaller makes 5 exactly. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10
a
b + b = 5

(17)

(solution: impossible [no real solutions])

[Alternative problem]
Make me 2 parts of 12 such that dividing the larger by the smaller, and that what
comes out of it, joined with the smaller makes 6. (Solution: 8 and 6)

16Without this addition the correct solution would be 7 1
2

and 2 1
2
. From the solution text it becomes

apparent that Pacioli had this problem in mind.

17The correct solution is 6 and 4. Pacioli interprets the problem as a
b

+ b = 7 1
2

which has no real

solutions.
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III.2.7 [PPM1207]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the smaller by the larger, and that what
comes out of it, joined with the smaller makes 5 exactly.{

a + b = 10
b
a + b = 5

(18)

(solution: 8−
√

14 and 2 +
√

14)

III.2.8 [PPM1208]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that each part multiplied by itself, and the one multi-
plication detracted from the other leaves 49. I ask what are the parts.{

a + b = 10
a2 − b2 = 49

(19)

(solution: 719
20 and 211

20)

III.2.9 [PPM1209]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that each part multiplied by itself, and these multipli-
cations make the one 200 more than the other. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10
a2 − b2 = 200

(20)

(solution: 15 and −5)18

III.2.10 [PPM1210]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the one multiplied by the other and to this mul-
tiplication join the difference there is between one part and the other, makes 22
exactly. {

a + b = 10
ab + (a− b) = 22

(21)

(solution: 8 and 2)19

III.2.11 [PPM1211]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that each one multiplied by itself and these two multi-
plications joined together and the sum, joined with the difference there is between

18Sesiano discusses this negative solution in [36] p. 144).

19Pacioli does not mention the alternative solution: 6 and 4.
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one part and the other, and this final sum, makes 54 exactly. I ask for the parts.{
a + b = 10
a2 + b2 + (a− b) = 54

(22)

(solution: 6 and 4)20

III.2.12 [PPM1212]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that each multiplied by itself and these two multiplica-
tions joined together makes as much as the difference there is between one part and
the other joined with 54. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10
a2 + b2 = (a− b) + 54

(23)

(solution: 7 and 3)21

III.2.13 [PPM1213]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the one multiplied by the other and that what
comes out of it, divided by the difference there is between one part and the other,
18 results from it. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10
ab

a−b = 22
(24)

(solution:
√

349− 13 and 23−
√

349)

[Alternative problem]
Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the one multiplied by the other and that what
comes out of it, divided by the difference there is between one part and the other,
12 results from it. (Solution: 6 and 4)

III.2.14 [PPM1214]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the one multiplied by the other and that what
comes out of it, divided by the difference there is between one part and the other,
makes the difference there is between one part and the other. I ask what are these
parts exactly. {

a + b = 10
ab

a−b = a− b
(25)

(solution: 5 +
√

5 and 5−
√

5)

20Pacioli does not mention the alternative solution: 7 and 3.

21Pacioli does not mention the alternative solution: 6 and 4.
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III.2.15 [PPM1215]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the square of the largest divided by the multipli-
cation of the one part by the other, 6 results from it. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10
a2

ab = 6
(26)

(solution: 84
7 and 13

7)

III.2.16 [PPM1216]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that 10 divided by each of them and these outcomes
joined together makes 5. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10
10
a + 10

b = 5
(27)

(solution: 5 +
√

5 and 5−
√

5)

III.2.17 [PPM1217]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that each multiplied by itself and that what comes out
of it, joined together and joined with the difference there is between one and the
other part, makes 55. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10
a2 + b2 + (a− b) = 55

(28)

(solution: 51
2 −

√
23

4 and 41
2 +

√
23

4)

[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 10 such that each multiplied by itself and these multiplications
joined together, and joined with the difference there is between one and the other
part, 54 results from it. I ask for the parts. (solution: 6 and 4)

III.2.18 [PPM1218]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the one multiplied by the other makes as much as
the difference multiplied by 4. {

a + b = 10
ab = 4(a− b)

(29)

(solution: 9−
√

41 and 1 +
√

41)

[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the one multiplied by the other makes as much as
the difference multiplied by 12. (solution: 4 and 6)
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III.2.19 [PPM1219]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the one multiplied by the other makes as much as
the difference multiplied by itself.{

a + b = 10
ab = (a− b)2

(30)

(solution: 5 +
√

5 and 5 +
√

5)

III.2.20 [PPM1220]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that 3
4 of the one makes as much as 4

5 of the other.{
a + b = 10
3
4a = 4

5b
(31)

(solution: 5 5
31 and 426

31)

III.2.21 [PPM1221]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the one multiplied by the other makes 20 and the
root of 20. {

a + b = 10
ab = 20 +

√
20

(32)

(solution: 5 +
√√

20 and 5−
√√

20)22

III.2.22 [PPM1222]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the one multiplied by the root of 7 makes as much
as the other multiplied by the root of 6.{

a + b = 10√
7a =

√
6b

(33)

(solution:
√

4200−
√

3600 and
√

4900−
√

4200)

III.2.23 [PPM1223]

Make me 3 parts of 10 such that the larger multiplied by the smaller makes as much
as the second multiplied by itself.{

a + b + c = 10
ac = b2 (34)

22Pacioli arrives at the correct equation 10x = 20+
√

20+x2 but gives the wrong roots. The correct

solution is 5 +
√

5−
√

20 and 5−
√

5−
√

20.
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(solution: 13
7 , 26

7 and 55
7)23

III.2.24 [PPM1224]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the one multiplied by itself and detracted from 100
and the other multiplied by itself and detracted from 120, taking the root of each of
them, make two more the one than the other. Asked is what are the parts.{

a + b = 10√
100− a2 = 2 +

√
120− b2

(35)

(solution: 4 1
26 +

√
3 31

676 and 525
26 −

√
3131

676)

[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the one multiplied by itself and detracted from 20
and the other multiplied by itself and detracted from 61, and take the root of the
one and the root of the rest makes three more, the one against the other. I ask for
the parts. {

a + b = 10√
20− a2 + 3 =

√
61− b2

(36)

(solution: 6 13
109 +

√
9216
11881 and 3 96

109 −
√

9216
11881 or 6 and 4)

III.2.25 [PPM1225]

Make me 3 parts of 10 such that the one multiplied by 3 and the other by 4 and the
other by 5 makes as much as the one as the other. I ask for the parts.{

a + b + c = 10
3a = 4b = 5c

(37)

(solution: 226
47 [and 3 9

47 , 412
47 ])

[marginal problem]
Find 3 numbers which make equal as told and joined together make 20.

[marginal problem]
Divide 10 by 5 and that what comes out of it is one part and next divide 20 by 4
and that what results is the other and next divide by 3 and that which results makes
the third part. (no solution given)

23This is an indeterminate problem about three numbers in geometric progression. Pacioli solves it

by posing 1 for the first and deriving 2 and 4 for the others. He then uses counterfactual arithmetic

to divide 10 proportionally over the three ratios.
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III.2.26 [PPM1226]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that each multiplied by itself and joined together, and
then this sum divided by the difference there is between the one and the other, when
it is multiplied by itself, 20 results from it. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10
a2+b2

a2−b2
= 20

(38)

(solution: not given)24

[marginal problem]
Find 3 numbers which make equal as told and joined together make 20.

III.2.27 [PPM1227]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that each multiplied by itself and joining 10 above the
multiplication of of the smaller one, the one makes as much as the other.{

a + b = 10
a2 = b2 + 10

(39)

(solution: 51
2 and 41

2)

[marginal problem]
Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the sum of their squares divided by the difference
there is between the one and the other, 26 results from it. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10
a2+b2

a−b = 26
(40)

(solution: 6 and 4)

III.2.28 [PPM1228]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that multiplying the one by 2 and the other by 3 and
these two multiplications joined together make 10.{

a + b = 10
2a + 3b = 10

(41)

(solution: 20 and (10− 20))25

24Pacioli arrives at the equation 190x + x2 = 50 instead of 190x + x2 = 950 and does not calculate

the roots. The correct solution involves a negative: 105 + 5
√

399 and −95− 5
√

399.

25Sesiano discusses this negative solution in [36] p. 145).
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III.2.29 [PPM1229]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the one by 2 and the other by 3 and these
outcomes joined together make 10.{

a + b = 10
a
2 + b

3 = 10
(42)

(solution: 40 and (10− 40))26

III.2.30 [PPM1230]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the square of the larger by the square of
the smaller 2 results from it. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10
a2

b2
= 2

(43)

(incorrect solution:
√

200− 10 and 10−
√

200)27

III.2.31 [PPM1231]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that multiplying the larger by itself makes as much as
the smaller by 10. {

a + b = 10
a2 = 10b

(44)

(solution:
√

125− 5 and 15−
√

125)

[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the smaller is a part of the larger as the larger is
of everything. {

a + b = 10
a
b = b

10

(45)

III.2.32 [PPM1232]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the larger by the smaller and then the
smaller by the larger and then these two results joined together makes 9.{

a + b = 10
a
b + b

a = 9
(46)

(solution: 5 +
√

1410
11 and 5−

√
1410

11)

26Sesiano discusses this negative solution in [36] p. 145).

27Pacioli makes a mistake in subtracting the root from 10. The correct solution involves a negative:
√

200− 10 and 20−
√

200.
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III.2.33 [PPM1233]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing 10 by each of these and the outcomes
joined together makes 10 exactly. {

a + b = 10
10
a + 10

b = 10
(47)

(solution: 5 +
√

15 and 5−
√

15)

III.2.34 [PPM1234]

Make me 3 parts of 10 such that multiplying the first against the third makes as
much as the second by itself. {

a + b + c = 10
ac = b2 (48)

(solution: 13
7 , 26

7 and 55
7)28

III.2.35 [PPM1235]

Make me 3 parts of 10 such that multiplying the first by the second and and the
sum which results29 multiplied with the third makes 6. I ask for the parts.{

a + b + c = 10
abc = 6

(49)

(solution: 41
2 +

√
141

4 , 41
2 −

√
141

4 and 1)30

[reduced problem]
Make me 2 parts of 9 such that the one multiplied by the other makes 6.

III.2.36 [PPM1236]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that multiplying the one against the other and dividing
by the difference there is between one part and the other the root of 18 comes out.
I ask for the parts. {

a + b = 10
ab

a−b =
√

18
(50)

(solution:
√

43 + 5−
√

18 and 5 +
√

18−
√

43)

28Same problem as PPM1223.

29Evidently, this should be “and the product which results”.

30Pacioli assumes a = 1 to resolve the indeterminacy and then solves it by algebra.
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III.2.37 [PPM1237]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that taking the roots of each joined together make 31
2 .

[alternative problem]
Make me 2 parts of 31

2 so that multiplying each by itself and these multiplications
joined together make 10. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 31
2

a2 + b2 = 10
(51)

(solution: 13
4 +

√
115

16 and 13
4 −

√
115

16)

III.2.38 [PPM1238]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that taking the roots of each joined together makes 31
2 .{

a + b = 10√
a +
√

b = 31
2

(52)

(solution: 13
4 +

√
115

16 and 13
4 −

√
115

16)

[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 13 such that taking the root of each joined together makes 5. I
ask for the parts. {

a + b = 13√
a +
√

b = 5
(53)

(solution: 4 and 9)

III.2.39 [PPM1239]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the larger by the smaller the difference
comes out. {

a + b = 10
a
b = a− b

(54)

(solution: 71
4 +

√
2 9

16 and 23
4 −

√
2 9

16)

III.2.40 [PPM1240]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the smaller one is the root of the larger one. I ask
for the parts. {

a + b = 10
a =
√

b
(55)

(solution:
√

101
4 −

1
2 and 10−

√
101

4 + 1
2)
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[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 12 such that the smaller one is the root of the larger one.
(solution: 9 and 3).

III.2.41 [PPM1241]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the larger by the smaller and the smaller by
the larger and these outcomes detracted, the one from the other, 10 is the remainder.
I ask for the parts. {

a + b = 10
a
b −

b
a = 10

(56)

(solution: 6−
√

26 and 4 +
√

26)

[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 12 such that dividing the larger by the smaller and the smaller by
the larger and these results detracted, the one from the other, 11

2 is the remainder.
(solution: 8 and 4).

III.2.42 [PPM1242]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that taking one third of the root of one and one fourth
of the root of the other joined together makes 31

2 . I ask for the parts.{
a + b = 10
1
3

√
a + 1

4

√
b = 31

2

(57)

(no solution given)31

[similar problem]32

Make me 2 parts of 31
2 such that the one multiplied by 4 and the other by 3 and

these two multiplied by itself and then these 2 results joined together makes 10.{
a + b = 31

2

(3a)2 + (4b)2 = 10
(58)

(no solution given)33

[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 25 such that taking on third of the root of one and one fourth
of the root of the other joined together makes 2. I ask for the parts. (solution: 16
and 9).

31This problem has no real solutions.

32Pacioli claims this problem is equivalent with the previous one, which is mistaken.

33This problem has no real solutions.
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III.2.43 [PPM1243]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that three fourths of the root of one joined with two
thirds of the root of the other make 31

2 . I ask for the parts.{
a + b = 10
3
4

√
a + 2

3

√
b = 31

2

(59)

(solution: not given)

[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 25 such that taking three fourths of the root of one and joined
with two thirds of the root of the other joined together makes 5. I ask for the parts.
(solution: 16 and 9)

III.2.44 [PPM1244]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that three fourths the root of one make as much as two
thirds of the root of the other. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10
3
4

√
a = 2

3

√
b

(60)

(solution: not given)34

[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 145 such that three fourths of the root of one make as much as
two thirds of the root of the other. I ask for the parts. (solution: 81 and 64)

III.2.45 [PPM1245]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that taking the root of each joined together this makes
as much as the difference there is between one part and the other. I ask for the
parts. {

a + b = 10√
a +
√

b = a− b
(61)

(solution: not given)35

[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 25 such that that taking the root of each joined together this
makes as much as the difference there is between one part and the other. I ask for
the parts. (solution: 16 and 9)

34This problem has no real solutions.

35This problem has no real solutions.
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III.2.46 [PPM1246]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the larger by the smaller and that what
results multiplied by itself makes 2 less than the larger. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10(
a
b

)2 = a− 2
(62)

(solution: not given)36

[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the larger by the smaller a that what results
multiplied by itself makes 33

4 less than the larger. I ask for the parts. (solution: 6
and 4)

III.2.47 [PPM1247]

Make me 5 parts of 10 such that multiplying each of the 5 by itself37 by 10 and these
5 multiplications joined together make 90 exactly. I ask for the parts.{

a + b + c + d + e = 10
10a + 10b + 10c + 10d + 10e = 90

(63)

(solution: impossible)

III.2.48 [PPM1248]

Make me 2 parts of 10 in such way that the one multiplied by the root of 8 makes
as much as the other multiplied by 3. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10√
8a = 3b

(64)

(solution:
√

7200− 80 and 90−
√

7200)

[similar problem]
Make me 2 parts of 5 such that the one multiplied by the root of 4 makes as much
as the other multiplied by 3. I ask for the parts. (solution: 3 and 2)

III.2.49 [PPM1249]

Divide 100 by a quantity such that what results secure and next divide it by 5 more
than with what it was divided the first time and that what results secure and next

36This problem has no real solutions.

37From the text it becomes clear that ’by 10’ is really intended here.
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divide it by 6 less than divided the second time an that what results secure and
these three results joined together it makes 20 exactly. I ask in what quantity it was
divided the first time, the second time and the third time.

100
a

+
100

a + 5
+

100
a + 5− 6

= 20 (65)

(solution: impossible)38

[alternative problem]I divide 100 by a quantity such that what results secure and
next divide it by 5 more than the first and that what results secure and next divide
by 6 less than divided the second time an that what results secure and these three
results joined together it makes 14 5

19 exactly. I ask in what quantity it was divided
the first time, the second time and the third time.

100
a

+
100

a + 5
+

100
a + 5− 6

= 14
5
19

(66)

(solution: 20, 25 and 19)

III.2.50 [PPM1250]

Divide 100 by a quantity and that what results place aside and next divide it by 5
more than the first time and that what results makes one less than what results the
first time. I ask in what quantity it was divided the first time, and then next.

100
a
− 100

a + 5
= 1 (67)

(solution: 20 and 25)

III.2.51 [PPM1251]

Divide 100 by a quantity and next divide it by a quantity plus 3 and these two
outcomes together make 20. I ask by what it was divided the first time and by what
next.

100
a

+
100

a + 3
= 20 (68)

(solution: 31
2 +

√
241

4 and 61
2 +

√
241

4)

III.2.52 [PPM1252]

Divide 100 by a quantity and next divide 120 by 3 more than by what 100 was
divided. And when the second outcome is detracted from the first it leaves 5. I ask
by what 100 was divided and by what 120.

100
a
− 120

a + 3
= 5 (69)

(solution: 5 and 8)

38This problem has no real solutions.
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III.2.53 [PPM1253]

Multiply 10 by a quantity and that what results we secure and next multiply it by
2 more that the first and that what results we secure and next multiply it by 6 less
than the second and next join these three multiplications together and we find that
it is 10. I ask by what it was multiplied the first time and by what the second and
by what the third.

10a + 10(a + 2) + 10(a + 2− 6) = 10 (70)

(solution: 1, 3 and −3)

[similar problem]

10a + 10(a + 2) + 10(a + 2− 6) = 220 (71)

(solution: 8, 10 and 4)

[similar problem]

10a + 10(a + 2) + 10(a + 2− 6) = 221 (72)

(solution: 8 1
30 , 10 1

30 and 9 1
30)

III.2.54 [PPM1254]

Divide 10 by a quantity and that what comes out secure and next divide 12 by
another quantity39 and that what results secure and these two outcomes joined
together make 4. I ask what are the divisors.

10
a

+
12
a

= 4 (73)

(solution: 51
2)

III.2.55 [PPM1255]

Divide 100 by a quantity and that what comes out detracted from 100 and then
dividing what remains in one more than the first was divided results in 4 less than
what resulted the first time. I ask which number is the divisor.

100
a

=
100− 100

a

a + 1
+ 4 (74)

(solution:
√

501
4 −

1
2)

39Pacioli uses the same unknown for the two divisors, so this should be read as “by the same

quantity”.
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[similar problem]
Divide 60 by a quantity and that what comes out detracted from 60 and then
dividing what remains in one more than the first was divided results in 6 less than
what resulted the first time. I ask what is the divisor.

60
a

=
60− 100

a

a + 1
+ 6 (75)

(solution: 4)

III.2.56 [PPM1256]

Divide 100 by a quantity and that what results secure and next divide 130 by this
quantity and 3 more that what comes out multiplied against what resulted the first
time, it makes 101. I ask by what 100 and 130 was divided.(

100
a

)(
100

a + 3

)
= 101 (76)

(solution:
√

130389
404 − 11

2 and
√

130389
404 + 11

2)

III.2.57 [PPM1257]

Divide 100 by a quantity and secure that what comes out and next multiply this
quantity by six more than it was divided and detract the sum it makes from 100
and next return and divide it by the quantity which divided it in the first place and
next divide the multiplication of the quantity by 6 in 3 and the outcomes of the one
division and the other are equal. I ask what are the divisors.40

[similar problem]

100− 6x

x
= 3x− x (77)

(solution:
√

521
4 − 11

2 and
√

209− 3)

III.2.58 [PPM1258]

Divide 100 fl. by a number of men and that what falls to ones share is give two
times worth to another man such that the one finds himself with as much as the
other. I ask how much get the first men and how much falls to ones share.

100− 2x

x
= 2x (78)

(solution:
√

501
4 −

1
2)

40As Pacioli does not provide a solution, its is not fully clear what is intended with the problem.
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III.2.59 [PPM1259]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the difference between the one part and the other
multiplied by itself makes 201

4 . I ask for the parts.{
a + b = 10
(a− b)2 = 201

4

(79)

(solution: 71
4 and 23

4)

III.2.60 [PPM1260]

Divide 100 fl. by a number of men and secure that what comes out and next divide
it by 2 more men than it was divided first and that what comes out of this second
division together with that what comes out of the first, it makes 10. I ask how many
men comes out of this.

100
a

+
100

a + 2
= 10 (80)

(solution: 9 +
√

101 and 11 +
√

101)

III.2.61 [PPM1261]

Divide a number by one more and it comes out that it makes one less. I ask what
is this number.

a

a + 1
= a− 1 (81)

(solution: 1
2 +

√
11

4)

[similar problem]
Find a number which divided by one more 31

5 results from it. I ask this number.

a

a + 1
= 3

1
5

(82)

(solution: 4
5 − 31

5)41

III.2.62 [PPM1262]

Divide 100 fl. amongst a number of men and what falls to ones share joined above
the number of men makes 25.

100 + a2

a
= 25 (83)

(solution: 5)

41Pacioli does not calculate this further. The solution is negative: −1 5
11

.
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III.2.63 [PPM1263]

Divide 20 by a quantity and secure what comes out. Next divide it by this quantity
and 2 more and these two outcomes joined together make 9. I ask what are the
divisors.

20
a

+
20

a + 2
= 9 (84)

(solution: 12
9 +

√
576

81 and 32
9 +

√
576

81)

III.2.64 [PPM1264]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that the larger divided by the smaller 7 +
√

7 results
from it. I ask the parts. {

a + b = 10
a
b = 7 +

√
7

(85)

(solution: 123
57 −

√
700
3249 and 834

57 +
√

700
3249)

III.2.65 [PPM1265]

Make me 3 parts of 10 such that the first is to the second as the second is to the
third and multiplying the first by 3, the second by 4 and the third by 5 and these
outcomes joined together make 35 exactly. I ask the parts.

a + b + c = 10
a
b = b

c

3a + 4b + 5c = 35
(86)

(solution:
√

8 1
36 −

√
9 1

36 ,
√

361
9 − 31

3 and 41
6 −

√
9 1

36)42

III.2.66 [PPM1266]

Make me 4 parts of 10 such that the first is to the second as the second is to the
third and the third is to the fourth and multiplying the first by 8 and the other by
4 and the other by 3 and the other by 1, these multiplications joined together make
16 exactly. I ask the parts. 

a + b + c + d = 10
a
b = b

c = c
d

8a + 4b + 3c + d = 16
(87)

(solution: 2
17 , 8

17 , 115
17 and 7 9

17)

42Pacioli’s solution is correct but this final result becomes corrupted in the text. Read: 9 1
6
−
√

9 1
36

,√
36 1

9
− 3 1

3
and 4 1

6
−
√

9 1
36

.
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III.2.67 [PPM1267]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the larger by the smaller and then the
smaller by the larger and then these two outcomes joined together makes the root
of 16 exactly. I ask the parts. {

a + b = 10
a
b + b

a =
√

16
(88)

(solution: 5 +
√

1410
11 and 5−

√
1410

11)

III.2.68 [PPM1268]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that multiplying the one against the other makes as five
times as much as dividing the larger by the smaller. I ask the parts.{

a + b = 10
ab = 5

(
a
b

) (89)

(solution:
√

5 and 10−
√

5)

III.2.69 [PPM1269]

Make me 2 parts of 12 such that multiplying the first by itself and joining 13 and
multiplying the other by itself and detracting 11 and taking the root of the one and
the other joined together makes 12. I ask the parts.{

a + b = 12√
a2 + 13 +

√
b2 − 11 = 12

(90)

(solution: 6 and 6)

III.2.70 [PPM1270]

Make me 2 parts of 12 such that multiplying each by itself and detracting 7 from the
multiplication of the first and the multiplication of the second with 8 joined above
and taking the root of each part and joined together makes 12 exactly. I ask the
parts. {

a + b = 12√
a2 − 7 +

√
b2 + 8 = 12

(91)

(solution: 573
80 and 673

80)

III.2.71 [PPM1271]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that multiplying the first by itself and detracting from
100 the root of this we secure. Next multiplying the other by itself and detracting
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from 101 and taking the roots of each of these remainders joined together makes 14
exactly. I ask the parts. {

a + b = 10√
100− a2 +

√
101− b2 = 14

(92)

(solution: 4291
296 +

√
14142904

47616 and 5 5
296 −

√
14142904

47616 )

III.2.72 [PPM1272]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that dividing the larger by the smaller and that what
comes out multiplied with the difference there is between one part and the other, it
makes as much as joining 10 with the difference. I ask for the parts.{

a + b = 10
a
b (a− b) = (a− b) + 10

(93)

(solution: 61
4 −

√
14 1

16 and 33
4 +

√
14 1

16)43

III.2.73 [PPM1273]

Make me 3 parts of 10 which are such that the first is to the second as the second is
to the third and multiplying each by itself and these multiplications joined together
make 40 exactly. I ask for the parts.

a + b + c = 10
a
b = b

c

a2 + b2 + c2 = 40
(94)

III.2.74 [PPM1274]

Make me 2 parts of 10 such that multiplying the one with the other and dividing the
multiplication by the root of the difference, the root of the difference results from
it. I ask the parts. {

a + b = 10
ab√
a−b

=
√

a− b
(95)

(solution: not given)
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43Pacioli solves the problem by taking x and (10− x) for the two parts and arrives correctly at the

equation 100 + 4x2 = 50x but fails to give the correct answer. The solution is 15
2

and 5
2
.
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me with the microfilm of the manuscript during my research visit from March to
August 2008 at Kobe University, Japan. Giuseppe Primiero helped me to decipher
some of difficult passages and Giuseppe Calzoni was kind enough to provide me with
a copy of his book shortly before publication.
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